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Description: This session will take the fear out of taking or even teaching hi/lo 
classes.  Learn how to layer in or layer out progressions to make every 
participant feel successful.  These combinations will be challenging for all in a 
non-stop, heart pumping, purely aerobic session.  Turn aerobic fears into aerobic 
cheers. 
 
Theory:  Putting choreography together is fun, but we need to make sure the 
movement patterns are easily taught and can be broken down into simple base 
moves. 
Sample base moves: 
March (Walk)   Step Touch 
Grapevine   Lift (Knee, curl, kick) 
Lunge    Squat 
Tap/Heel (Dig)  Jumping Jack 
Chassé (Cha Cha) 
 
Variations of the base moves are what makes the choreography more interesting 
and challenging from a complexity and/or intensity point of view.  Variations are 
added on or layered one at a time. 
Sample variations: 
Lever length   Rhythm 
Range of Motion  Direction (front, back, side, diagonal, circle) 
Plane of Movement  Repetition 
 
There is more than one way to teach, or add in variations as in the 2 simple 
examples below. 
Combo (16 counts) 
(Right lead)  Walk up 3 steps, 3 alternating knees, walk back 3 steps, 3 
alternating knees 
 
Sample 1   Sample 2 
March    March 
+ Tap    + Tap 
+ Travel   + 3 Taps 
+ Knee   + Travel 
+ 3 Knees   + 3 Knees 
 
Make sure that patterns are balanced from right to left, no just in the final 
product, but in the teaching too! 
It is important to have an odd number of alternating lead moves when building 
combinations. 
 
 



Choreography:  Please Note:  Choreography may occasionally be altered, from 
what is written, at the presenter’s discretion. 
 
Combo 1 (64 count total) 
(R lead) Mambo front, side, back chassé (8 cts), (Left lead) “V” forward, “V” 
backward, walk up 3 steps, knee, toe touch side, power knee, walk back 3 steps 
knee, rock back, knee.  
R.O.S.  (Repeat on the other side / opposite lead legs) 
 
Combo 2 (64 count total) 
(Right lead) Step knee (to front), 1/4 turn back and toe tap, turn to front, step 
(double) knee and heel, 2 chassés (diagonal backwards) (Left lead) sway hips 
(3) and curl, grapevine with a power knee to corner, mambo cha cha, box step 
R.O.S.  (Repeat on the other side / opposite lead legs) 
 
Combo 3 (64 count total) 
(Right lead) Chassé (to front), step knee (optional: turn), step wide, baby mambo 
back (2x), cross leg back (hop) back 4, double sit squat, 2 alternating squats, 
shuffle side with a knee, step double curl up and back 
R.O.S.  (Repeat on the other side / opposite lead legs) 
 
 
 
Optional:  Combine 1 + 2 + 3 
 
 
 
 
 

Thank you for attending Aerobic Phobic No More! 
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